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 This book helps to take worries away and helps to understand the illness, what it involves, and
what things to expect during the trip. Ursula’ This reserve was written to help others understand
and combat ulcerative colitis. This tale comes after Ursula through her journey with a new
medical diagnosis.  s tummy aches, however, become more serious and she must discover what
is causing her pain. It is written in a way that is easy for children to comprehend yet addresses
the issues within an empathetic, compassionate, and soft way. Illnesses can be scary.Ursula, like
any other nine-year-old, comes with an occasional tummy ache.
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Well crafted and thoughtful Well written and incredibly informative for anyone interested. I am
hoping this becomes a string! Children and adults alike. This book is brilliant. Working in a
children’s hospital, I can see how a book like this can help kids feel just a little less scared and a
little more regular when discovering they will have a chronic disease or illness. Very cute. Five
Stars This book is indeed cute and I really like that it is a coloring book! Five Stars Loved it Five
Stars My kid had a great time reading and coloring!! I understand this is actually the author’s first
book, but I hope she considers a string!
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